Changes From draft-hou-pim-drlb

• Accepted as WG document (draft-ietf-pim-drlb-00)
• Updated IANA related sections according to latest available Hello Options, and editorial changes (draft-ietf-pim-drlb-01)
Change Suggested But Not Made

- GDR Election Hash Algorithm
  - Any other algorithms besides the one in draft

- RP/G/S Masks
  - Only need to advertise the masks in DR Hello

- Traffic Distribution when GDR Re-election
  - Optimizations could be made to reduce traffic interruption
Change Planned For -02

- Finalize GDR Election Algorithm
- Hello Options
  - Combine LBM and LBGDR into one option, advertised by DR only
  - A new capability option for all routers
- GDR Re-election optimization
  - Allow implementations to decide
- New comments are welcome
After That...

- Implementation